
 



 



 

 



By Tim Goldstone 

 

 

There is a riverside forest of tree stumps  

now deep in bright green moss 

where once oaks were felled and 

floated downriver to harbour workshops, 

and here, the little girl who senses   

the old push and pull in flowing water, 

foresees the river’s journey 

to the oceans of the world. 

She spreads her fingers, hovers them  

just above the water 

like dragonflies 

until she feels the familiar tug 

as the water reaches up,  

pulls her hands under, 

sucks the knuckles out of their sockets,   

and the little girl, sharing the magnet  

in the salmon’s brain - 

embraces the old push and pull. Irresistible. 

She knows to let the current  

lead her where she wills it, 

launching her migrating mind  

down her swaying unanchored fingers 

along the river’s course 

towards the heaving seven seas - 

until her brain’s spawn senses 

the creaking of ropes,  

the slapping of sails, 

the sour sweet smell of tar, 

the taste of salt on the lips, 



the heave under ship’s wood  

of dangerous waves, 

a tangle of rigging, 

the snapping of a swaying mast, 

oak timbers splintering. 

She feels it all: 

the old push and pull -  

back to the pirate republics,  

forward to the deep silent lurking  

of nuclear armadas - 

and all that springs from this river’s source. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Tim Goldstone lives in Wales. Published widely, including in The New Welsh 

Review,Crannóg, The Bangor Literary Journal, Stand Magazine, The Wild Word, Crow & 

Cross Keys, The Offing, Altered States, and forthcoming in Dodging The Rain,11 Mag Berlin. 

Prose sequence read on stage at The Hay Festival. Twitter Handle: @muddygold 
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By Brittany Ober 

 

 

Saw you sail across the river underneath Orion’s sword/ 

In your eyes there was a freedom I had never known before. 

 

The water in the East River is dark, and 

my son is being anaesthetized 

on his father's chest in a sterilized  

hospital on York Avenue. The water 

shines and glistens like glass as it moves 

outside the waiting room window, 

and memorials for Tom Petty are being 

broadcast on Good Morning America.  

The volume on the television is low; 

it is not a good morning. Two months ago 

we saw him play a show, his guitar 

glittering under the stage's spotlights, 

like a brilliantly burning sapphire, 

and in the later starlight I thought,  

"One day Jules will get to see him 

with me," but Tom Petty is dead. 

The ignorant river is lighting up 

as the sun rises. The whites and blues 

are starting to break through, and soon 

my son will wake as modern medicine 

makes it possible to be gently plucked 

and strummed from a deep slumber 

into a bright superstar morning, a very 

New York morning: how lucky we are 

to be alive on the East side; how fortunate 

to contemplate the desire to jump into 



that cold, crystalline body of water, 

never seeing the bottom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Brittany Ober teaches at the American Language Program, Columbia University. Her 

chapbook Easy Beat was published by Dancing Girl Press. Her poetry has been published 

in Gutter Eloquence, wicked alice, Ample Remains, The Aurora 

Journal, and Breadcrumbs and is forthcoming in Words & Whispers. She lives in Queens, 

New York. 

 



 

 



By Sean West 

 

 

My father taught me to savour every  

day we spent on the river with nothing  

 

to show for it come sundown. We reeled  

in whiting and flathead too pathetic to haul   

 

home for tea, hoping one Friday to catch 

dinner for the family. Dad refused  

 

to get upset about our rotten luck, never  

drank himself stupid like Grandad used  

 

to do decades ago. He told me that’s why 

he never gave drinking a go. He wasn’t crazy 

 

about fishing either but could stomach  

it for me. The stench of rotting prawns stuck  

 

with him for life. I’m glad he didn’t lose his cool, 

kept calm for my sake. I know he wasn’t so lucky 

 

at my age. Even on our worst days he still cared 

enough to crack a smile at our failed attempts 

 

As he drove us home at dusk, he’d always say 

Don’t worry, mate. It’s fishing, not catching. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Sean West is a Meanjin-based poet and workshop facilitator. He’s been shortlisted for 

the 2020 and 2019 Thomas Shapcott Poetry Prize. His work recently appears with Red 

Room Poetry, Antithesis Journal, and Voiceworks Magazine. He is founding editor of Blue 

Bottle Journal. Find more of him at www.callmemariah.com.  

 

http://www.callmemariah.com/


 

 



By John Grey 

 

 

 

I pray we don't all float away in this, Ella says. 

But she's still sticking to her house, 

even if she has to ride the flood out from her roof. 

Drinking in that river muck, 

the town's gone bonkers. 

Water moccasins are knocking on the door. 

Neighbor's car just side-swiped her fence 

on its way to whooping it up in the Mississippi. 

Cat's in a tree, screaming in the name 

of the dead, for coffins poking up 

through graveyard mud. 

Ella's in her bedroom and when she's not 

shooing away the rescuers, 

her knees are scuffing the hardwood floor, 

and she's imploring God, 

please don't let this be the big one. 

Her cousin in Saint Louis keeps ringing and ringing Ella's number 

but the lines are down. 

Her sister in Santa Clara has no idea it's this bad. 

Nothing can hold back the water. Main Street's almost under. 

At Bailey's, the Pharmaceuticals are drifting 

down the candy aisle. 

A toilet bowl breaks free of Harvey's hardware store 

and is on its way to New Orleans. 

Ella thanks God she's on a hill at least 

even if she'd be better off straddling a mountain. 

But it's her home and she's not leaving. 

In the parlor, family photographs float 



in the rising brackish brown pool, 

familiar faces on their way to her. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: John Grey is an Australian poet, US resident, recently published in Orbis, Dalhousie 

Review and Connecticut River Review. Latest book, “Leaves On Pages” is available through 

Amazon. 

 



 

 



By Lorelei Bacht 

 

 

My mother holds my hand - she does not know  

That I am a river. She says: 

"Do not walk so close to the edge." 

  

But I am utterly unafraid of falling, 

Having fallen before, and knowing 

Riverine realms to be homely. 

In fact, I do not wish to walk. Not  

Hurriedly, not leisurely, not walk at all -  

I mean to flow in cold, elongated fractals 

Troubled only by fish, from time to time.   

  

My mother holds my hand - she does not know  

That I am a river. She says: 

"Do not lean over the bridge." 

  

But my hair is a braided with waterthymes - 

A warp and weft of reeds and fishing lines, 

My body matter and movement, forward 

Movement, gentle and obstinate, 

A swarming of patience, a glistening 

Of scales, traversing time 

As if it were space. 

  

My mother holds my hand - she does not know  

That I am a river. She says: 

"Do not lean over the side of the boat or you will fall." 

  

But my face is liquid, my perspective  



Not aerial, but aquatic - I see the world 

Through an embrace of moving glass, duckweed, 

Perceptions reflected in their own 

Reflection - not quite a center but a cloud,  

Advancing in ripples, 

  

Having forgotten how I came to be, 

And ignorant still of my destination, 

Which mother calls: the sea.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Lorelei Bacht is a river. Having temporarily assumed the shape of a person, she has 

managed to raise two lovely children and fail two marriages. This year, her work has 

appeared in a few publications including OpenDoor Poetry Magazine, Litehouse, and Global 

Poemic. Some of her musings can be found on instagram: @the.cheated.wife.writes 

and @lorelei.bacht.writer  

 



 

 



 

By Gavin Lucky 

 

 

Dull thrum of a hangover. Couldn't have been more than five beers, but you lose track. 

Went out with the Danes, as the last time I'd had a drink down by the river was last year- L. 

and C. in fine form, a lot of light-hearted (and possibly not) bickering through the face 

masks as their tiny (subaru? kia? toyota? no idea- how do I not know that?) negotiates the 

dirt ruts leading to the river. They've brought cold Biere Niger and large bags of Lays. Set 

some lawn chairs about ten feet from the lapping Niger. Receding Niger. Talk shit. Group of 

men bathing in the river about a hundred feet down on the other side of an irrigation canal 

that leads into some rice fields. One older man, in his forties, comes over and starts talking 

to the Danes (one of whom is actually Swiss) in German, which everyone else speaks, but I 

can basically understand. He spent his twenties in Hamburg working as a caterer before 

moving back to Niger and becoming a construction supervisor. L. offers a beer, but no, 

Ramadan still, one more day. Leaves, after a bit of back and forth where he assures us 

that the river is perfectly safe, bilharzia, nope never heard of it, Hippos, not this far down. 

Thirty minutes later he is proved wrong as one floats (or runs actually, as Hippos can't float, 

just walk along the bottom, though the river is so low right now, and it is moving so steadily 

against the current, it looks like the most buoyant creature in the world) by on the opposite 

bank, as the dusk slowly creeps up, it yawns, majestic and terrifying as it too moves 

towards the city. Brief exegesis on the Behemoth. A bit of this and that. Complaints quickly 

cut down with a general feeling of "We all have it too well", the Great White We plainly 

obvious. Most people who live in the country wouldn't be talking about the ease of life. The 

bathers go to evening prayers. We clean up the discarded beer cans, bottles and bags of 

chips. Next week we will meet further down the river, with a Belgian man named B., an 

ornithologist who's having an affair with one of their work colleagues- "It's a bit of a 

scandal, what with the wife and kids". I ask them to put out feelers to their friends in 

Greenland, see if there's any work up there, "I'll ask Johannes, I'm sure there's something, 

there's always something, but you'd have to learn Danish." "Ah, well, I have to learn all 

sorts of things." 

 



 

 

Bio: Gavin Lucky is a peripatetic teacher who used to live along the banks of the Niger river. 

Previous work of his has appeared in MacQueen’s Quinterly, Shot Glass 

Journal and Otoliths. 

 

 



 

 



By Carol J Forrester 

 

The so-called men of God gave her over to the Severn first. 

Stood her shivering on a pebble shore, 

weighted with accusations. 

 

Reminded her in English, 

only the devil could save her from the waters, 

and if he did, she would be for the fire, or the noose. 

 

Rowed out a way to throw her in, 

watched stones sink her down to silt, 

counted the boiling bubbles till they stopped. 

 

Stilled and silent, they pronounced her innocent of all charge. 

Husband handed enough coin to put her out of sight, 

side by side with the other ‘women not witches’.  

 

Added her to the records, 

listed name, verdict, cost to the crown, 

let the river take the rest.  

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Carol J Forrester is a poet living and working in Crewe. Her debut collection ‘It’s All In 

The Blood’ came out at the end of 2019, and she’s had individual poems published by ‘Ink, 

Sweat & Tears’, ‘The Daily Drunk’ and ‘The Drabble’. Her website www.caroljforrester.com 

is home to more than 600 poems. Twitter Handle: @caroljforrester 

 

http://www.caroljforrester.com/


 

 



By Meggie Royer 

 

 

The neighbors, for years, would invite the dead. 

Venison laid open in honey on the table, 

risotto crackling in its tureen. 

Grape leaves so full with salt they sunk  

into each guest’s palms. 

They dragged them from the river, 

from backyard pools, 

drunks from alleyways 

with bottles still in their hands. 

Like a feast could bring them back. 

Like their mouths could be full of anything 

but water or smoke. 

As if the daughter they lost  

could ever be seated again 

with a plate before her body. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Meggie Royer is a Midwestern writer and the Founder and Editor-in-Chief of 

Persephone’s Daughters, a literary and arts journal for abuse survivors. She has been 

nominated several times for the Pushcart Prize. She thinks there is nothing better in this 

world than a finished poem. 

 



 

 



By Matthew Miller 

 

 

a single drop growing into a stream, faintly flowing  

over my reflection. You hunch your shoulders,  

your eddies swirl a boulder like a tongue  

pressed against a molar. When I lay my ear close, 

your rushes roll like swelling cymbals. How did you get  

so swift and bold, swimming alongside our canoe without fear  

of snakes along the bottom? Sometimes, you gather,  

stopped with sticks, slick with mud. You toss droplets  

over rafts, laughing, wind-whipped and crashing.  

Or quiet to lap the soft shell of a turtle.  

This spring, there is scattered rain, plinking down  

like the tinny sounds of a bell kit. Wherever you settle,  

you drift downhill, away from me. Cupping my hands,  

I create a small dam and drink as much as I can. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Matthew Miller teaches social studies, swings tennis rackets, and writes poetry - all 

hoping to create home. He and his wife live beside a dilapidating orchard in Indiana, where 

he tries to shape dead trees into playhouses for his four boys. His poetry has been featured 

in River Mouth Review, Whale Road Review, Club Plum Journal and Ekstasis Magazine. 

 

 



 

 



By b. pick 

 

 

On the bank of the Chicago River, 

Circular flickers fill the otherwise empty night sky  

Drowning out any twinkle of starlight over  

Lake Michigan.  

 

I can’t see you from this vantage point, 

Only my own muddled reflection against dark,  

Dirty water. The ground below me nothing more than 

Carefully crafted remnants of a once-Great Fire but 

I’m not sure how the ashes have stayed stagnant until their sesquicentennial. 

 

I’m waiting for the frigid bite of Midwestern winter to 

Return and turn off-blue to off-white --  

The risk of crashing through thin ice into the polar plunge below  

Might mitigate ceaseless cornfields in Indiana or a 

Lead in Michigan.  

 

I’ll root my ankles to this riverbed nonetheless 

Eyes fixated on buildings rounder than the soft  

Curves of your body. Clarity might return with a 

Dash of chlorine, and I can’t tell if you’ve left me 

Here out of disinterest or fear of dysentery. 

 

As this epoch fades to mere memory 

Cement might turn to sediment, riverbends carving  

A Great Lake further from a Great[er] Fire 

Until a dissipated dream is completely submerged.  

 

 



 

 

 

Bio: b. pick is an Hon. BA English and Cultural Studies student at Western University. When 

they’re not writing, b. works as a Copy Editor for the Western Gazette. They have recently 

been featured in SAPPHIC, Tipping the Scales, and Grubstreet Journal. You can find them 

on Twitter at @_bpick.  

 

 



 



By Mary Mc Carthy 

 

There is a soul on this bridge  

          That makes a crossing,  

 

And like the God Janus  

           Is looking in two directions.  

 

Fully clothed, 

           Rucksack on my shoulder,  

 

I walk with my walking poles, 

           Should have known to mind my step.  

 

I find my way back to the bridge 

           Wet to the skin; 

 

I may fall seven times  

           But I rise again.  

 

A little laughter. A change of clothes.  

            And feet on the move again.  



 

 

Bio: Mary Mc Carthy hails from Skibbereen, and holds an MA in Creative Writing from the 

University of Limerick. She has been published by The Southern Star newspaper, and one 

of her short stories was broadcasted on Kinvarra Radio. She is writing her first poetry 

collection. Twitter Handle: @MaryMcCWriter. 

 



 

 



By Nathan O’Connell 

 

 

James tiptoed along the rocks in a shallow stream, leaving a rugged field behind him. 

Hopping off the last rock he landed on a vibrant stretch of green. This side of the stream 

was less travelled and was feeling the full effects of spring. In the distance he could see a 

river. He took a deep breath and inhaled the crisp air. He closed his eyes and let nature’s 

music fill his mind. The tweeting of the birds and the trickling of the stream made him feel 

at ease as the light breeze brushed past his cheeks. He exhaled, opened his eyes, and 

looked at the river again. He was prepared to take the walk he used to take so often in 

years gone by. 

 

The navy night sky was beginning to creep up on the scarlet sunset as he arrived at 

the riverbank. He sat down next to a tidy mound of dirt that was surrounded by daffodils. 

He laid his hand on the mound and looked at the river. It moved swiftly left to right. The 

passing of time was right before his eyes. It made him feel helpless. He wished he could 

rewind and pause. A tear slid down his clenched-up face. Nature’s tranquillity couldn’t 

suppress his emotions any longer. He took a dog collar out of his pocket and held it close 

to his chest. 

 

“I’m at your favourite place, Sparky. I find it tough to come here often but I’m here 

with you now,” he sobbed. 

 

He thought about Sparky as a pup, running through the grass and playing in the 

daffodils that were bigger than him. He always loved daffodils, even in his old age when he 

didn’t have the energy to run around. James remembered the look on Sparky’s face on his 

first walk. Floppy ears, wagging tail, open mouth, and wide eyes. The image was just as 

clear as the one from their last walk where he had to carry him home. The endless hours 

spent out walking were now memories that took a second to access but never faded. 

 



The sun vanished behind the mountains in the distance as clusters of stars lit up the 

night sky. James listened to the river. It sounded more graceful to him now. It continued to 

flow left to right, and he continued to think about Sparky. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Nathan O’Connell is a twenty-four-year-old Irish writer from Limerick. He graduated 

from the University of Limerick last year with a BA in New Media and English and he is 

currently doing an MA in Creative Writing at the same university. Twitter Handle: 

@Nathanoc96 

 



 

 



 

By Sarp Sozdinler  

 

 

The bridge was still arched and tall enough to pass for a bridge. It was the spot where I’d 

once tried and tested the limits of my body. After twelve years apart, it looked older, 

calmer, like me. It didn’t look like a place where anything could happen to people, good or 

bad.   

I leaned over the railings and my hair dangled in the air like a stalactite in a hot 

cavern.  Upside down, home didn’t look so bad after all. Those leafless trees I’d climbed a 

million times, those streets I’d drifted through like a ghost in the quicksand, but now they 

all looked  and smelled different to me. A trickling stream wiggled toward the other side of 

the border and lured me out to a sacred land I was born into. A veil of peace covered the 

desert, and for the first time, Arizona looked like the kind of place where people could deal 

with their lives instead of running away from it.   

“Lady, you gonna jump or what?”   

I turned around to find a fair-haired boy on a big white cross that formed some sort 

of trinity with a broken washing machine and mannequin atop the curve of the bridge. I 

evaluated if he was worth it, the cookies. Waking up before sunup, I’d baked them as a 

gesture of goodwill—sweet and salty and triangular, precisely how Mom liked them—with 

the similar intentions to those of an explorer presenting goods to a tribal chief to break the 

ice. Sculpting those crunchy, meteoric surfaces was a form of expression for me, a pastime 

where I could transfer my unspoken feelings and thoughts into the dough with the dexterity 

of an artist.  Every block of sugar has a soul underneath and it is the obligation of a chef to 

uncover it, I used to pretend to Mom as a kid with a mock grownup voice. She used to find 

it funny until I baked for her a white chocolate cookie in the shape of a pregnant lady the 

day after she returned from a weeklong trip with her then-new boyfriend, but now the joke 

was on me.   

“Will you please step down?” I hollered at the boy on the cross.   

“Say”—he opened his arms wide—“how’d you reckon this here thing carried a 

hundred pound crucified man?”   



I shielded my eyes from the sun. “Don’t forget to wash your hands the next time you 

climb that thing, okay?” I said, and started unloading my backpack onto the washing 

machine.  “Those nails should probably have tetanus or something.”   

Spotting the cookies, the boy slid down the cross one hypothetical nail at a time; the 

machine’s front lid was missing a piece in the shape of a crescent moon that matched the 

broken contours of his front teeth.   

“I didn’t put no sugar in those cookies in case you wondered,” I said, unfolding the 

napkins. He reached for a glass bottle of Coke, nodding.   

“Just so you know, you don’t have to pretend you like them,” I added.   

“Okay.”   

“Or pretend you like me or would like to talk to me for that matter.”   

The boy’s lips settled into a flat line. “I didn’t not like you, lady,” he said.   

“Thanks,” I said, and faked an adult smile.   

He downed two hazelnut cookies peppered with sea salt, and the crumbs formed a 

flora on his budding mustache like dandruff. I waited for him to wear an expression on his 

face for feedback.   

 “You know,” he started instead, “they say if you eat a person’s brains, you start to 

own his knowledge.”   

“Jesus.” I took a bite of the hazelnut cookie myself.   

“It’s the truth. Folks say it’s what lizards around here do for no reason whatsoever.”    

“Do what?” I asked to make sure.   

“Suck it all out.” He scoffed as if it were the obvious answer. “Memories, friends, 

plays. Maybe those cookies of yours, too.”   

We set our beverages down on the washing machine and fell silent.  

“What do you know about the lady of that house, boy?” I said after a minute or two, 

gesturing with my head toward the plains ahead.   

“What house, lady?” he asked.   

I pointed at the white-pillared mansion that looked dilapidated and solitary on the 

far end of the bridge.   

The boy stole a one-eyed glance at me. “You mean Mrs. Serrano?”   

I nodded.   



“She doesn’t seem to be herself much lately.” He went for the last cookie I’d spared 

him.  “She’s got very old in the past few years, though.”   

“Yeah?”   

“But she’s a strong lady all right. Strong enough to survive for at least another 

couple of years.”   

“You think so?”   

He brushed the crumbs from his sleeves distractedly.   

“What about the house, then?” I asked.   

“What about it?”   

“Do you think it’ll survive, too?”   

The boy looked me over from head to toe, then glanced back at the house. “I 

wouldn’t be so sure.” He sighed. “But if I had to guess, I’d say it will survive the next 

decade.”    

I pointed at a thunderstruck tree twenty feet down the porch. “Do you see the tree?”   

“Which one?”   

“That one over there. With no leaves.”   

He squinted like a lens having a hard time focusing.   

“Well, it looks big enough to survive the coming week.” He slurped the last gulp of 

his  drink. “Maybe the following year, too. Or the next twenty.”   

I pointed down the bridge. “What about the man with the dog?”   

He looked down: A collie was taking a dump by the stream, next to an old man with 

no  teeth. “I think the tree will outlive the man,” he said. “But for his part, he’ll outlive the 

dog.”   

“And you?”   

“I’ll outlive the dog, too.”   

“And the man?”   

“Him, too.”   

“And the tree?”   

He paused. “I’m not so sure about the tree,” he said. “But I know we’ll all be lizard 

food one day and become someone else’s memories.”  

  

 



 

 

Bio: Sarp Sozdinler's work is forthcoming or has been featured on Passages 

North, Solstice, Writer’s Digest, The Remnant Archive, along with some European 

publications, and selected as a finalist in Waasnode Prize judged by Jonathan Escoffery. He 

currently is working on his first novel. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 



By Sydney J. Shipp 

 

 

Looking down                                                     

at the pebbles polished      

smooth by the Colorado,  

I fall into her  

grace in the space 

between stones and surface,  

where my feet dig in and displace  

the minnows, and she forgives me for that  

She mothers me,  

places a cool rag  

on my forehead because  

I am sick 

in the way only a mother can tell  

 

The moon rises and  

I am cradled  

in the maternal curves 

of the river’s winding ways  

I hold on to the day’s  

last slivers carved by hands  

much bigger than my own  

I am coddled  

for the last time by the comfort 

I find in her creatures  

as I watch them  

slither through my fingers  

and into the river like snakes  

 

At nightfall the dam opens and  



I am nourished  

one more time before  

I am washed  

away with the water  

to irrigate the farmlands,  

to be of purpose and put to good use  

I obey her, 

then in her arms  

I am carried  

to dry out in the desert  

sands of Mexico 

I am weaned 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Sydney J. Shipp writes poetry to convey the deep, universal feelings inspired by her 

observations of self, nature, and human interactions. Recently influenced by the diagnosis 

of a neurological disease, poetry has become not only a method of sharing but one of 

healing and transcendence. She has been published in Entropy Magazine and Clay Literary. 

Twitter Handle: @SydneyJShipp 

 



 

 



By Ciaran Ward 

 

 

1. Winter 

 

I jump over puddles on the towpath 

Sheep in the field momentarily glance upwards 

Before returning to their grazing 

Cormorant dives below the surface 

Then reappears fish in beak 

A quacking chorus breaks the silence 

The smell of freshly dug earth 

Chalk mark line the cuts 

Faint steam rising from the water 

And the frozen earth crackles beneath my feet 

On the towpath along the Wey 

I go my way 

Birds forage amid the Frost tinged grass and leaves 

White vapour trails scar an orange sky  

Like streaks of fat on a celestial bacon slice 

The breakfast of carnivorous gods 

 

In search of warmer climes 

Furrows of cracked ice  

Line the hard frozen earth 

Rutted by footprints and bicycle tracks 

 

A route to somewhere 

With its walkers going nowhere 

 

 

 



2. Spring 

Birdsong pervades the air 

There’s a few more leaves around 

But it’s still bloody cold 

 

 

 

3. Summer 

Youths dive off the bridge 

Into murky waters 

Ducklings follow mother duck  

Cygnets ring of water, hissing at a passing nobody 

Dog shakes water 

Dead mole lies on path 

Thrush bursts into song 

The grating of the grasshoppers in the greenery 

 

The cows raise their heads from the grass 

Lowering them once I pass 

Tails swish the flies into oblivion 

 

The hazards of rural summers 

Waist high nettles cast shadows on the path 

Avoiding cow shit strewn across field like land mines in a war zone 

 

 

 

4. Autumn 

Clouds of steam above the water 

Chameleon leaves of a monochrome rainbow 

 

Bullock blocks gate, so I scale the fence 



Landing in still green stinging nettles 

The bovines look up and continue their twilight graze 

Driving away the flies with one swish of the head 

 

Bloody leaves everywhere 

Leaves, leaves and more feckin’ leaves... 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio: Ciaran Ward is the author of two books “In Complete Circles” - a nostalgic and at times 

surreal comic memoir of growing up in a small Northern Irish town during the 1980s/90s – 

and “On Square Routes”, an eclectic collection of short stories, poetry, travel writing and 

some further memoirs. Twitter Handle: @CiaranWard73 

 



 

 


